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EFFECTS OF SMALL ANGLES OF SWEEP AND MODERATE AMOUNTS OF DIHEDRAL ON
STALLING AND LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A WING-FUSELAGE COMBINATION

EQUIPPED WITH

SUMMARY

PARTL4L- AND FULL-SPAN

By JDROW TEPLITZ

Te8ts of a wing$ueelage combiruu%nincorporatirq NACA
66-seriee airfoil sect% were conducted in the NACA 19#oot
premure tunnel. The ?k#88’@ath &&L&d _k?8t8 wi#h J@8

neutral and wn”thpartial- andfuh%pan doubb 810ttedJ7apsde-
jlected to deiq-mim the ~eci% of (1) varialti of wing eweep
between –4° and 8° on std?ing and lateral8tabWy and controt?
aharacteri.sticeand (9) varizztti of dihedral betwem 0° and
6.76° on hztero?8ta/dity characthtim

Deflection of the $ap8 rwticeubly reduced dihedral e~ect.
Sweepbmk increased considerably the efectioe dihedral and de-
crmed tb adwr8e effeci of ji’ap deflection on dihedral effect;
eweepfonoard reduced the e~ective dihedral and inimu.eed the
adver8ee$ect of jfap dejteciion. More famrable WLriationeof
e$ective dihedral &h li~ coejici.ent were obtained with
eweepback.

Stalling charactenkticewere I?e388aiiqWory with woeepback
thun with normal weep or sweepforward in thatthepoint of
initial 8ta+?Jmoved owtboani,but increased maximum lift coeji-
W8 were ~tt?d fOT every jhp Cd’&k. Ai?qon e$eCi&-
nes8 was reduced abotd 10 percent with eweepbazk and jlaps
m?utrd &d varied litth with sweep with the jiaps dq?ecied.

Agreemeni @h theoy tom notedfor the qfect of chunges in
dihedral angle on lateral stability charact-. The test
rewlt8 8h0wed that the change in 810pe of the curve of rolling:

moment coejlcient against angle of yaw Wnzeapproximately
0.000$6 per degree c?wngein geometric dihedral angle.

INTRODUCTION

MnJIy of the effects of sweep and dihedral on lateral sta-
bility have been determined in previous theoretical and
experimental investigations. (See, for example, references
1 rmcl2.) However, the applicability of these results to air-
planes having wings of low-drag sections and/or equipped
with such high-lift devices as double slotted flaps is uncertain.

In order to provide information relative to this problem,
tests were conducted in the NACA 19-foot pressure tunnel
on a wing-fuselage combination provided with partial- and
full-span double slotted flaps and incorporating NACA
66-series airfoil sections. The investigation, conducted at
a Reynolds number of approximately 3X 10°, included stall-
ing and lateral-stability and control tests covering a range
of sweep angle from —4° to 8° and a range of dihedral angle
from 0° to 6.75° with flaps neutral and defleci%d.

DOUBLE SLOTTED FLAPS

MODEL AND APPARATUS

The model used for tie present tests was the bare wing
and fuselage of a 0.2375-scale model of an attack-bomber
airpkme. The wing of the model for the normal-sweep
condition is of NACA 65(216)–215, a=O.8 section at the
root and NACA 65(216)–215, a=O.5 section at the tip.
The root incidence is 2° with respect to the fuselage refer-
ence line and the tip incidence is 10. The geometric washout
is 1° and the corresponding aerodynamic washout is approx-
imately 1.3°. The aspect ratio is 9.08 and the taper ratio
is 2.21. No wing-fuselage lillets were used for these tests..
General views and principaJ dimensions of the model are
given in iigure 1. ~

The wing sweep was changed by rotating each panel about
an axis on the 20-pert-ent chord line and 5.4 percent of the
semispan outboard of the plane of symmetry. At the normal
dihedral angle of 4.5°, three sweep settings were tested:
normal sweep (20-percent chord line straight), sweepforward
(– 10-percent chord line straight), and sweepbacli (110-
percent chord line straight). The sweep of the 25-percent
chord line for the three conditions was approximately —10,
—4°, and 8°, respectively.

The dihedral setting of the wing was changed by rotating
each panel about an axis located on the 20-percent chord line
and 7.6 percent of the semispsm outboard of the plane of
symmetry. Three dihedral settings, 4.5° (normal dihedral),
0°, and 6.75°, were tested at the normal sweep. All mech-
anism to change the wing sweep and dihedral angle was
housed within the wing and fuselage.

The modal was equipped with double slotted flaps ex-
tending horn the fuselage to 65 percent of each semispsn.
The deflection was 55° for all runs with the flaps deflected.
Flap details are given in figure 2.

The full-span-flap installation consisted of the double
slotted partial-span flaps and “flaperons” or flap-ailerons.
Flaperon details are given in figure 3. In the configurations
with flaps retracted and partial-span flaps deflected, the
aileron is of the simple slotted type. For the configuration
with full-span flaps deflected, the aileron hinge point was
moved rearward and down, the ailerons were drooped 25°,
and van= were installed ahead of the ailerons. For the
ailerons-deflected tests, the ailerons were deflected di&r-
entially horn the neutral positions of 0° and 25°, right
aileron up 12° and left aileron down 9.3°. The vanes
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remained tied in relation to the wing when the drooped aile-
rons were deflected. The deflections correspond to ap-
proximately 60 percent of full deflection of the sealed ailerons
used on the airplane.

The investigation was carried out in the NACA 19-foot
pressure tunnel with the air in the tunnel compressed to an
absolute pressure of 35 pounds per square inch. The model
was mounted on the single-strut support system (fig. 4),
which for these tests permitted an angle+f-attack range
from —9° to 16° and an angle-of-yaw range from —30° h

30°. Force and moment characteristics were measured by a
six-component, electrically recording balance system. Roll-
ing moments were also measured by a resistance-type
wire strain gage mounted on the support strut. Rolling
moments measured by the strain gsge have been presented
in preference to those measured by the balance system.

TESTS

The wing-fuselage combination was tested with the flaps
neutral and partial- and full-span flaps deflected at each
of the three sweeps-normal, forward, and back. These
tests were made with the wing dihedral in the normal posi-
tion, 4.5°. Each configuration was tested at zero yaw with
the ailerons neutral and dii%mntially deflected through the
available angle+f-attack range. At several constant angles
of attack, yaw tests were made through a range of angle of
yrm from —6° to 28°. In addition, stall studies were made
for each cm.figuration. The action of wool tufts attached to
the upper surface of the wing and flaps was recorded by means
of sketches, photographs, and motion pictures.

With the wing sweep in the normal position, the model
was tested with the flaps neutral and partial- and full-span
flap deflected at dihedral angles of 0° and 6.75°. Each
configuration was tested at zero yaw with ailerons neutral

o through the available angle+f-attack range and an angle-of-
yaw range from —6° to 28° at the same constant angles of
attack used in the sweep tests.

For each of the several flap deflections, therefore, pitch
and yaw tests were made to give comparable results for
three sweep conditions at the normal dihedral setting and for
three dihedral settings at the normal sweep.

Because of structural limitations of the model and support
system, the tunnel airspeed was changed with flap deflection.
The test dynamic pressures and corresponding Reynolds
and Mach numbers are as follows:

Maid Conagm-ation!111

J’ 36X1W CL12
: ;

55
al .10

25 28 .cm

The changes in Reynolds and Mach numbers are believed to
be sufficiently small that the results may be compared
directly.

COEFFICIENTS AND SYMBOLS

The coficients and symbols are defined as follows:
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*U coefEcient-@/@)
lateral-force cmflicient (Y/@S)
pitching-moment coticient (M/@i”E)
yawing-moment coefficient (N/gi%)
rolling-moment coefficient (L/qSb)
angle of attack with respect to fuselage reference

line, degreea
angle of yaw, degrees
dihedral angle, degrees
slope of curve of rolling-moment coefficient against

angle of yaw (ac,~)
slope of curve of yawing-moment coefficient ngainst

angle of yaw (acn/a*)
slope of curve of lateral-force coefficient against

angle of yaw (acy/a+)
control deflection, degrees
Reynolds number
Mach number

dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot
wing span, feet
wing area, square feet (normal sweep, 30.488

sq ft; sweepforward, 30.611 sq ft; sweepbnck,
29.722 sq ft)

mean aerodynamic chord (1.920 ft)

latmal force
pitching moment
yawing moment
rolling moment

Subscripts -
aileron

;U 65-percent-span
r right
1 left
mux maximum

double slotted flaps

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All data are refereed to the stability axes, of which the
Z-E& is in the plane of symmetry and perpendicular to the
relative wind, the X-axis is in the plane of symmetry rmd
perpendicular to the Z-axis, and the Y-axis is perpendicular
to the plane of symmetry.

Moments were compuhd about centw+f-gravity locations
25 percent behind the leading edge of the mean aerodynamic
chord and 5.3 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord above
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the fuselage reference line. Figure 5 shows the eilect of
sweep on the location of the mean aerodynamic chord and
corresponding assumedcenter-of-gravity locations. It should
be noted that the vertical location of the center of gravity
remained constant with variations in dihedral.

Tlm angle of attack, drag coefficients, and rolling- and
yawing-moment ceefficienti due to deflected ailerons have
been corrected for jet-boundary eilects. Since all results
me essentially comparative, no tare corrections have been
applied.

I’or convenihce in locating the results, table I is included.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Lift and drag,-The effects of changes in sweep and dihe-
dral on lift and drag are shown in figures 6 and 7, respectively.

For every flap deflection, the greatest angle of stal and
the highest value of C~= were noted for the configuration
with sweepback. Although this eilect differs from that
normally expected for sweptback wings, it should be empha-
sized that the amount of sweepback in the present teats was
relatively small. Possibly contributing to the eflect of

del~yed stall in the case of the eweptback wing were de-
creased Mow and slower progremion of stalling. A very
slight decrease in the lift+cnrve slope was measured with
sweepback for every flap deflection; whereas, with the full-
apan flaps deflected, sweepforward showed a slightly higher
Eft+curve slope than normal sweep. Because the section
profiles were altered when the wing sweep was changed, the
angle of attack for zero lift was changed with sweep. Sweep-
back caused the angle of attack for zero lift to be shifted
positively. Slightly higher increments of lift coefficient
due to partial- and full-span-flap deflection were measured
with sweepforwaxd. %veepback showed a slight reduction
in drag coefficient at moderate and high lift coefficients.

kcreasing the wing dihedral increased C- slightly.
With partial- and full-span flaps deflected, slightly lower
drag was measured with the smallest dihedral.

Pitching moment,—As shown in figure 6, the slopes of the
pitching-moment-cmflicient curves are practically unaffected
by small angles of sweep. These pitching-moment coefbients
were computed about center-of-gravity locations 25 percent
of the mean aerodynamic chord behind the leading edge of the
mean aerodynamic chord and at a fixed location above the
fuselage reference line. It should be noted that the introduc-
tion of sweep on a particular airplane might have a beneficial
effect on the static longitudinal stability bemuse of an effec-
tive rearward shift of the aerodynamic center with respect to
the cents of gravity.

Stall,+ltaUing characteristics generally became 1sssdesir-
able as the wing was swept back. The effect of sweep on the
stalling characteristics as shown by the tuft behavior is pre-
sented in iigures 8 to 10. The efFect of sweep with flaps
neutral is shown in figure 8. It is seen that the point of
initial stall moved outboard with sweepbnck. In the con-
figuration with sweepforward, stalling started at the wing-
fuselage juncture and moved outboard; in the configuration
with normal sweep, stalling started at approximately 50 per-
cent of the semispan whereas, with sweepbacli, stalling
started at 60 to 85 percent of the semispan and spread
inboard and outboard.

Stalling occurred in approximately the same manner when
the 65-percentispan flaps were deflected (@. 9). Strong in-
flow over and ahead of the ailerons was noted in each sweep
configuration.

The eflect of sweep on the stalling characteristics with the
full-span flaps deflected is shown in figure 10. In the con-
figuration with normal sweep and full-span flaps deflected, a
stalled condition extending to 85 percent of the semispan
occurred very rapidly. Stalling again started at the wing-
fuselage juncture on the configuration with sweepforward
and full-span flaps deflected. An almost sudden still over
the outboard 50 percent of the semispan occurred with
sweepback.

For the cordigurations with normal sweep and sweep-
forward the flaps, which were stalled at low angles of attack,
tended to nnstall and remain unetalled throughout the high-
lift range. Flow behind the flap brackets was always poor;
in addition, though the flap breaks were sealed, stalling
occurred at the flap junctures.
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LATERAL CHAEACTEEISTIC9

The results of the tests to determine the eflect of sweep on
aileron control are presented in figure 11. Rolling-moment,
yawing-moment, and lateral-force coefficients due to aileron
deflection have been corrected for model asymmetry. The
yaw-test data me presented in figures 12 to 17 and cross plots
showing the most signifhmt results are given in figures 18
and 19.

Effeat of flap deflection on 04.—Deflection of the double
slotted flaps mused anoticeable reduction in effective dihedral
(fig. 19). For the normal-sweep condition, the loss in C% was
approximately 0.00066 or about 2%0 effective dihedral and
was affected only slightly by a ohange in flap span. The
effect of partial-span split flaps on C% was feud to be n@-
gible (reference 2). It appears, therefore, that the effects of
flap deflection on C4 depend upon the type of flap under
consideration. .

Effeot of sweep on aileron effectiveness,-With the flaps
neu~l, sweepback caused a reduction in aileron effectiveness
amounting tQ approximately 10 percent, whereaa a slight
increase in aileron effectiveness was noted for the oon@ura-
tion with sweepforward. There was little d.i.tlerenoein
aileron effectiveness with sweep for the two arrangements
with flaps deflected. Little differences in yawing moment
due to aileron deflection with sweep were noted. Yawing
moment due to aileron deflection was adveme with flaps
neutral, beoame favorable with partial-span flaps deflected,
rmd was more adveme with the full-span flaps deflected.

Effeot of geometrio dihedral on Cl~.—The variation in
dihedral edect 0% with dihedral I’ is shown in figure 18.
The change in C4 per degree dihedral change averaged
appro.xirnately 0.00026, which is the value predicted by
theory (reference 1).

Effeot of sweep on CQ.—AS shown in figure 10, sweeP-
back increaaed the eilective dihedral for all flap conditions.
The increase in effective dihedral ailorded by the change
from sweepforward to sweepbaok varied from less than 2°
for flaps retraoted and high speed to more than 9° for full-
span flaps deflected and low speed.

%veepback noticeably reduced the loss in eilective dihe-
dral caused by deflection of the full-span flaps. The loss
due to deflection of the full-span flaps averaged approxi-
mately 40,”2ji0, and 1° for swee~forward, normal sweep, and
mveepback, respectively. The combination of sweepfor-
ward and full-span flaps deflected resultid in an effective
dihedral of approximately – 1°.

A further advantage of sweepback is shown by the fact
‘that the effective dihedral increases with lift coefficient for
all three flap conditions with sweepback. Inasniuch as the
adverse effect of power on dihedral effect ordinarily increases
with decreasing airspeed, a favorable power-off variation
of C4 with 6!Z as shown by the sweptback wing would be
higldy desirable. With normal sweep and sweepforward,
U,t remained essentially constant over the C~-range for the
two arrangements with flaps deflected; with flaps retracted,
however, a less desirable variation existed; that is, C4 de-
creased with incensing lift coefficient.

Directional stability.—A consistent increase in the un-
stable directional-stability slope Ca$ of ,-the wing-fuselage
combination accompanied increasing chhedral. The in-

s4311c-5&31

stability increased with angle of attack. This effectispre-

dicted- and explained in reference 1. Because the contribu-
tion of the fuselage and the wing-fuselage interference eifects
were not determined, no correlation can be mad6 between the
theoretical and test values of C=~as affected by dihedral.

Tho dlect of sweep on C~Jwas mall ~d irr@ar. Flap
deflection generally caused Cm+to increase, though the effect
wa9 small.

Lateral force.— C=+ was found to increase slightly with
dihedral and angle of attack; tip deflection, however, almost
completely erased the eilect. Sweep apparently had no
effect on Cy+.

CONCLUSIONS

Wind-tunnel teats of a wing-fuselage combination in-
corporating NACA 65-series airfoil sections were made to
determine the effects of small angles of sweep and moderate
amounts of dihed.rid on stalling and lateral characteristics.
The following conclusions may be drawn from the results of
these tests.:

1. Sweepback caused an appreciable increase in positive
dihedral effect; sweepforward caused a reduction. “

2. The increase in dihedral efTect caused by sweepback
varied favorably with air speed, in that it increased with lift ‘
coefhcibt.

3. Deflection of double slotted flaps resulted in a notice-
able reduction in effective dihedral; sweepback decreased and
sweepforward increased this eifect.

4. Sweepback moved the point of initial stall outboard and
caused a slight increaae in maximum lift caeflicient.

5. Sweepback caus~d a reduction in aileron effectiveness of
approximately 10 percent with tips neutral. With partial-
or full-span tlaps deflected, sweep caused no noticeable ohange
in aileron effectivenew.

6. Standard theoretical methods for predicting the effects
of dihedral changes on lateral- and directional-stability de-
rivatives appear valid and unaffected by changes in wing
section. For the”wing plan form used in the present tests,
an increase in the lateral-stability derivative C+ of 0.00026
per degree change in geometrio dihedrid angle was noted.
Increasing dihedral increased the directional instability of
the wing-fuselage combination.

7. The effects of dihedral on the remaining aerod~amic
characteristics appeared to be unimportant. The present
tests indicnted a slight inorease in the value of maximum lift
cmflicient with increasing dihedral. Increasing dihedral
also caused a slight increase in the value of the lateral-force
derivative Cr~ with flaps retracted; little effect was noted
with flaps deflected.

LANGLEY ME~ORIAL AERONAUTIC LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY Commmr ED FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, vA., ~fi lb, 1944.
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